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Name: Dave Shade
Career Record: click
Alias: Dave Charles
Birth Name: Charles D. Shade
Nationality: US American
Birthplace: Vallejo, CA
Hometown: Concord, CA/Pittsfield, MA
Born: 1902-03-01
Died: 1983-06-23
Age at Death: 81
Stance: Orthodox
Height: 5′ 8″
Manager: Leo P. Flynn

The Berkshire Eagle
14 September 1965
FORMER BOXING GREAT Dave Shade discusses his controversial world welterweight
championship bout against Mickey Walker while visiting here at the home of his son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. William Shade of 263 Barker Road. The fight was held 40
years ago a week from tonight. Walker retained the title, but most newspapermen at ringside felt
Shade should have been voted the winner. Shade and his wife drove here from New Smyrna
Beach, Fla., where they operate a motel. Shade, now 63, weighs 160 pounds, which was what he
weighed in his last fight 30 years ago.
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Dave Shade, the fellow who was called
by many "the uncrowned king of the
welterweights,"
still thinks he licked Mickey Walker for
the title 40 years ago next Tuesday night
in New York. He said so yesterday in the
living room of the home of his son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. William
Shade of 263 Barker Road, where the 63
year-old former boxer and his wife are
spending a vacation from New Smyrna
Beach, Fla. "Sure I beat Mickey," Dave
said. "All the newspapermen thought so,
but those gamblers took care of that. I
carried a large majority of the first 14
rounds, but Mickey had a little the better
of it in the 15th. One round shouldn't win
a fight."
KO Over Slattery
Shade, still a trim 160 pounds or exactly
what he weighed in his last professional bout in the old Auditorium here Feb. 4, 1935, gladly
gave a demonstration of his famed crouch style.
"You see, I was short-legged and long waisted, so this was good for me," he said as he
crouched with his head only inches from the floor. Then he proceeded to show how he had
knocked out highly rated Jimmy Slattery in the third round of the last bout before his
championship meeting with Walker. "Slattery was a big fellow, and he came down to get me,"
Shade said. "I hit him in the belly and then in the chin, and that was it. When a man is off
balance, it's easy to knock him out."
Shade lived in Pittsfield for 17 years from 1934 through 1951. He and Sam George operated a
cafe on East Street near the south gate of the General Electric Co. It later was known as
the Boulevard Cafe. He sold out his interest in 1951, and bought a small motel in New Smyrna
Beach.
22 Broken Hands
Dave veritably bristled when we started to check on his fights with Walker, the famed Toy
Bulldog. We advised that Nat Fleischer's Ring record book charged one knockout against
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Shade — that by Walker in 1921 in the first of their three meetings. "I was never knocked out by
anyone , " Shade declared. "Walker won that fight on a technical knockout in the eighth round.
My hand was broken, so the referee stopped the fight." Shade showed his hands “that have been
broken 22 times," he said.
He fought Walker in a 12 round return bout at Newark later in 1921, and this one went into the
record book as "no decision. "I licked him that time," Dave said. "Then I defeated him four years
later, but he was given the decision."
Dave said that his motel "is just enough to keep me busy." To get away from the monotony of
the management of the place, he golf’s, fishes and hunts. Yesterday morning, he and 18 year old
grandson Bob Shade were considering a round of golf at Wahconah Country Club in
Dalton. He fishes and hunts at his camp 14 miles from his home. His favorite game is wild
turkey.
Shade always has gone for camps. He had one of his own in this area. That was at Sandisfield.
His daughter-in-law called attention to the naming of a road after Dave. The road leading to
the Sandisfield camp is known as Dave Shade Road. Mrs. Shade broke in to answer
a question for him. "He hasn't been to a pro boxing bout since the last time he fought," she said.
Checks With Wife
Shade occasionally had to check with his wife for names of opponents, years and sites. Talk
turned to the many bouts he had outside the country , Australia, England, South America.
"She's my brain," he said. "Don't tell me those Aussies can't fight," he said. "I bought the little
motel to keep active," he said. "A man can't just retire. He has to have something to do to stay
alive. That's why I didn't put on any weight."
Shade said the motel helps him to keep in touch with Pittsfield. Explaining, he said "every
year we see somebody from Pittsfield." Shade fought 149 professional bouts. He lost, only 15.
He admittedly was. over the hill when he started to fight here. He had four bouts under
the promotion of Police Capt. John Hines and Marty Cronin. Two were in 1934, two in 1935.
He drew with Al Rossi, beat Joe Kaminski and Bob Turner, and lost to Al Gainer, whom he had
beaten four years earlier. Dave and his wife plan to leave Pittsfield late this week.
They probably will drive to California before they return to New Smyrna Beach. Both are natives
of California, and Mrs. Shade has relatives in the San Francisco area.
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Nevada State Journal
9 August 1925
Shade Wins Decision Over Schoell
In Fast 10 Rounds
San Francisco Aug 8
Dave Shade, Concord, Cal.,
outstanding challenger for the
welterweight title, took a 10-rouhd
decision tonight over Frankie
Schoell, Buffalo, N. Y. The bout
was held in the ball park here.
The decision was never in doubt.
Schoell's only chance seemed to be
to put over a knockout. Throughout
the battle Shade was on the
aggressive. He rushed Schoell from
rope to rope, swinging terrific rights
and lefts, many of which landed
solidly. Several times Schoell was in
distress. He was floored in the first
round by a hard hook to the jaw. He
got up without waiting for a count. In
the final round the Buffalo welter
sank to his knees momentarily under
a hot barrage from Shade.
The Buffalo fighter proved his
gameness by taking practically
everything Shade had. But Frankie
was not able often to land effectively.
Once he opened a deep cut over
Shade's eye. On a number of occasions he slowed the Californian with stiff lefts. Shade had his
man bleeding from the nose and mouth before the eighth round.
The eighth round was the most spectacular. Shade drove Schoell into a corner, but the Buffalo
boy turned and matched him blow for blow. They mixed at a terrific clip, drawing an ovation
from the crowd. In the tenth round Shade had Schoell almost out on his feet several times, but
the easterner hung on tenaciously until the final bell brought relief.
Jack Kearns, manager of Mickey Walker, the welterweight champion, had given a tentative
promise to match the title holder with the winner of tonight's fight. Schoell was considered a
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hard hurdle to clear, although the Concord fighter was a heavy favorite in the betting.Shade left
doubt of his superiority . The last time Shade and Schoell met the bout was called a draw.
The fight by rounds:
Round 1
Shade began shooting lefts at long range. They rushed into several clinches. Schoell landed a
stiff left to the jaw after some sparring. Shade floored Schoell with a. left hook to the jaw The
Buffalo battler rose immediately, smiling. Dave pressed Frankie, but Frankie held him off till the
bell
Round 2
Shade rushed Schoell. The Concord battler pushed the Buffalo boy around the ring, trying hard
for a knockout. Schoell was landing only lightly. Shade made his opponent miss badly. Shade
landed a stiff left to the jaw. Shade tore after his man, swinging both hands. As the bell rang they
were sparring in a neutral corner.
Round 3
As they met in the centre Schoell protested vehemently about a low blow. Shade shook hands
and then rushed Schoell against the ropes Schoell cut Shade's right eye with a hard left hook.
Dave, however, was still on the aggressive, keeping Frankie's back to the ropes. They were
mixing it in a neutral corner at The bell.
Round 4
Schoell bored in, landing lightly to the face and body. Shade tore in, and they mixed it furiously
with Schoell holding his own. They wrestled in the clinches. Shade backed Schoell against the
ropes and pounded him, but Frankie bounded out safely. Shade kept crouching and weaving in,
but Schoell met him will several stiff punches as the round ended.
Round 5
They exchanged light punches to the face. Dave landed a hard right and received one in return
Dave kept rushing Schoell. They rushed into several clinches, slowing up considerably. Dave
pounded his man, making Schoell miss many times They were sparring at the bell.
Round 6
Dave continued on the aggressive. He had the better of a sharp exchange. Shade brought over a
terrific right to the chin. Schoell landed a stiff right hook. Dave waded in, but Frankie held him
off. Dave landed solid blows to the face and body Shade was crouching and trying hard to
measure his plan for a finish blow when the bell rang ending the round.
Round 7
Crouching, Shade continued to force the attack. They mixed it at close range. Schoell was
bleeding from the nose. Schoell landed several light hooks to the face, but Shade continued to
back him around the ring. They fought in the clinches. The referee had to break them continually
in the latter part of the round.
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Round 8
Shade shot over a stiff left to the jaw.
Schoell landed solidly to the face. In a
neutral corner they mixed it at a terrific
pace. The crowd went wild. Shade had
Schoell in distress with a terrific right to
the jaw. .Shade followed up his attack.
Schoell was on the defensive, Shade kept
landing on the face lightly. Dave was
pressing Frankie hard at the bell.
Round 9
Schoell beat Shade to the punch twice.
Shade sent in a hard right to the chin.
Frankie's lip was cut and bleeding. They
wrestled furiously against the ropes, with
Shade landing what solid blows were
struck. Dave tore after Frankie. They
mixed it willingly in the center of the ring.
The men were sparring at the bell.
Round 10
They shook hands. Dave shot over his left
and pounded Schoell's body. Dave rushed Schoell against the ropes and landed a volley of
terrific rights and lefts. Schoell sank to his knees, but got up at once. Shade pursued him
relentlessly. Schoell stayed on gamely, but could not land effectively. Schoell was hanging on in
the clinches. Shade brought up a pretty left to the jaw Shade was trying his best to finish Schoell
when the bell ended the contest.

New Castle News 11 July 1925
The day, or night, that Dave Shade finally gets in the ring with Mickey Walker David is going to
step to the ropes and ask for the aid of any three alienists in the house.
Three having offered their services Dave will ask them to simply verify the fact that he ( Dave
Shade ) is in his right mind and not seeing things.
For Dave has had more trouble getting a chance at the welterweight champ than the average
fighter has trying to find something to eat between bouts.
And Victory is Disquieting
And since Shade’s knockout victory over the scientific and heavier Jimmy Slattery the other
night Mickey probably relishes a battle with the Shade gent considerably less. Shade’s victory
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over the Buffalo gent came while Walker was getting a boxing lesson from Harry Greb. Which
defeat probably hasn’t boosted Mickey’s confidence in his ability to handle the bigger boys.

Slattery has been rated of recent months as the class of the younger crop of light heavyweights.
Shade’s victory over him makes the latter of the sensations of the season.
After Dave finally heard the glad music that the match with Walker had been arranged they
shipped him news that Mickey and his cohorts wanted to move the scene of the battle , a little
matter of 3,000 miles, from New York to some place in California.
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It wasn’t enough that Walker didn’t seem anxious to meet Dave. The former found himself
without a manager just at the time the agitation for the meeting was strongest. And whom should
he pick out to manage his affairs but Jack Kearns. “Outlawed” in New York state because he
failed to have Jack Dempsey fight Harry Wills. The New York state athletic commission decided
that as long as Kearns didn’t see fit to live up to his former promise to let jack fight Harry they
couldn’t let him have his hand in any other bouts. Consequently came the suggestion that the
fight be staged on the Pacific coast.
Walker has always denied that he had any fear of Shade or any member of his family , Dave has
two brothers in the game. But Dave produces the record book which shows that he has whipped
Walker twice to prove his assertion regarding Walker’s reasons for delaying the meeting. Shade
and walker met twice in 1921 and Shade got the decision both times. That was before walker
became champ. He won the title from the wily old Jack Britton the following year.
Shade in His Prime
Shade should now be at his best. He has been fighting long enough, but not to long. He started
seven years ago and the records announce that in his first two and a half years he engaged in 105
battles. He has kept himself reasonably busy since but has gone in more for quality than quantity.
Last year he fought 13 battles against men who ranked well in his class.
He licked Ted Moore of England, Frankie Schoell, Augie Ratner and Joe Gans. He fought two
no decision fights with Morrie Schlaifer and one each with Phil Krug, Warnie Smith and Billy
Wells. He drew with Pete Latzo, Bert Colima and Jimmy Duffy and his only defeat was at the
hands of Colima. Shade was the only loser in the first meeting but got revenge the second time
he faced the Californian.

New Castle News 6 November 1925
When the boxing season of 1925 opened, as boxing seasons will despite the efforts of greedy
promoters and ham commissioners to kill them off, one of the most talked of fighters was Jimmy
Slattery of Buffalo. This young man, just rounding from a light heavy weight into a full fledged
heavy, seemed destined to slip into the hall of fame. His followers already were visualizing him
in the ring with the King of maulers Jack Dempsey.
Slattery did look good, he had speed. He had skill ( more than the average fighter of much more
experience ). He had the heart, the instinct, and he seemed to have the wallop.
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But two things stood out most in his favor, his speed and cleverness. Most heavyweights, by and
large, lack brains or speed, or both. But one unknown quantity was not considered, Slattery’s
advisors. They rushed him too fast.
Slattery had not fought a long bout with a good tough heavy up to midsummer.

He was not old enough to participate in one in New York. So when the New York promoter
offered Slattery’s manager a chance to pit him against Dave Shade in a six round bout the
covetous manager grasped at the chance to earn some big dough for Slattery and himself.
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This despite the fact that Dave Shade stood out as the toughest fighter in the medium heavy
class.
Was Heavy Favorite
Most folk apparently gave Slattery credit for more ability than he really possessed. He went into
the fight a 5 to 1 favorite. He outweighed Shade by nine pounds.
For two rounds Slattery fought Shade off, but it was apparent that
the coast welter outmatched the Buffalo lad in ring experience and skill. The third round started.
As they met in the center of the ring Shade drove over a right to the chin and Slattery fell, he
crawled to his feet at the count of six, only to get another right on the chin.
He took the count of nine this time and as he came up Shade drove him down again. The
referee’s count was interrupted by the towel , the sanest thing his handlers could do. That fight
occurred July 2.
Friends Lists Alibis
Many excuses were offered for Slattery. The most logical one seemed to be that he went into the
ring over confident of his own abilities. No doubt the success which had been credited to him
had turned his head. His friends admitted later that he would not let anyone advise him, so filled
with the idea was he that he had "arrived”.
Three months later Slattery eager to prove the Shade victory an accidental one, fell for the offer
of a New York promoter to meet Paul Berlenbach. Ye Gods, what a silly act.
Everyone in the boxing world, with the possible exception of Slattery and his advisers, knew that
Berlenbach was bad medicine — that he carried speed, skill and the kick of a mule in both hands.
And he was bigger and stronger in build than Shade.
Added to this was Berlenbach's psychological advantage. Slattery, once he entered the ring,
realized that he was facing the world's light heavyweight champion. Slattery fought it out as best
he could with Berlenbach for close to 11 rounds before taking the count just one minute and 28
seconds after the eleventh round opened.
There was no doubt as to the relative ability of the two men. Berlenbach matched Slattery in
speed, cunning, and hitting and knocked out the Buffalo lad.
Career Nipped In Bud
These two setbacks probably stunted Slattery's growth as a fighter. Few promising ring men
come back after receiving such a setback. Two such knockouts, delivered in such crucial battles
is enough to break any mans faith in himself. He may carry the air of bravado into the ring, but
once in there his heart usually fails to respond to the supreme test.
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And two such defeats usually make the task of preparing for future battles much more irksome
than they seemed when the past remained rose-strewn and the future seemed as cheerful.
Slattery, if he fails to climb back to the heights, can thank himself and his advisers and no one
else for his fall. Poor handling and his failure to keep his head in the heyday of his early career
brought his downfall. He had, and may still have, the makings of a great fighter. It would be a
pleasant task to list him among the BIG STARS of another year.
End

The Salt Lake Tribune
2nd January 1926
Shade Scores Easy Victory
Californian Wins Ten Round Go Over Todd
in Decisive Fashion.
Dave Shade of California scored a decisive victory over Roland Todd,- English middleweight,
In a ten-round match, the feature attraction on the New Year's card at Madison Square Garden
tonight. Shade did everything but knock out his English opponent. He floored him for a count
of two In the third round, but the Englishman remained vertical during the remainder of the
fight despite- Shade's tremendous punching power.
Todd confined his activities to a few jabs and punches, and ringside critics failed to score a
single round In his favor. As the fight wore on it appeared, that Shade would score a knockout,
but Todd was in good condition and weathered Shade's furious storm of blows.
Todd weighed 159, while Shade scaled 155 ½ The semifinal bout produced one of the most
stunning endings in the series of Madison Square boxing. Willie Herman of New York is
credited with a second round knockout over Nate Goldman of Philadelphia, but the blow which
ended the fight was landed simultaneously with the sounding of the bell at the end of the first
round.
ROUND ONE.
Shade hooked a hard lick to the jaw In a clinch Shade batted Todd around the stomach. Shade
rushed in with rights to the body. Todds mouth was bleeding from a left hook. The
Englishman was short with left jabs. Shade hooked a left to the mouth. Todd put two to the left
face. Dave ripped a right to the jaw. He slugged Todd around the head with both hands. Todd
had Shade missing at the bell. It was Shade's round.
ROUND TWO.
Todd hooked a left to the face. Todd rushed In with left and right to the face. Shade jabbed a
left to the stomach Shade's left brought blood over Todd's loft eye. Shade hooked two lefts to
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the eye. Todd kept walking after Shade and was landing some short punches with both hands,
but creating no damage. Shade kept working on Todd's body. Dave hooked three rights to the
chin. Shade outfought Todd at some close work. Shade piled Todd on the ropes and leathered
him with both hands. It was Shade's round.
ROUND THREE.
Shade jabbed a left to the mouth and hooked a left to the- head. Dave knocked down Todd with
a right to the jaw. Todd refused to take the count. When he got up Dave opened a cut on his
nose with a left hook. Todd was weak but finishing gamely. Shade kept shooting rights to his
body. A right from Todd raised a lump on Dave's left eye. Todd was bespattered with blood,
but kept after his man. Shade put a left to the head and landed several hard rights to the Jaw.
Todd kept on his feet under heavy punishment. Shade's round.
ROUND FOUR.
Shade opened with a left to the mouth. Todd clubbed Dave around the head in a clinch. Dave
ripped some rights to the body. Todd hooked a left into the stomach. Dave staggered Todd with
a left and a right to the face. Dave hooked both hands to the jaw. Todd kept walking to Dave,
but only walking into right-hand stomach punches. Todd's left had Shade's nose bleeding. Dave
landed several heavy punches on the Jaw. Todd was game, but outmatched in this round,
Shade's round.
ROUND FIVE.
They rushed into a clinch Todd was busy with a good left hand, but Shade rushed Todd all
around the ring with both hands. Todd was tottering. Shade hung heavy right on the Jaw.
Todd's nose was bleeding profusely. Shade pounded his man unmercifully along the ropes,
Todd was leading Shade at the bell. The Englishman had nothing but gameness in that round.
Shade's round.
ROUND SIX
They started off mildly. Shade hooked a left to the head and two to the jaw. Dave ripped a right
to the body. Todd was jabbing away with a left at Shade, a hard man to Jab. Todd walked into
two rights to the head. Shade started to mix up, and found Todd willing but incapable. Todd put
left and right to the face Todd walked into a left to the nose. Shade shot a right to the body and
a left to the face. Todd persisted with left jabs, but got no place. It was Todd’s best round, but
Shade had the advantage.

ROUND SEVEN
Todd hooked a left to the stomach. They traded lefts to the face. Shade hooked to the nose and
brought some more blood. Todd hooked a hard right to Shade's jaw. That blow angered Shade.
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He gave Todd a swell licking in the next half minute, but then subsided . Todd kept right after
him. Blood was pouring from his mouth and nose, but he did not endeavor to dodge any mixup.
In fact he forced them. Shade opened up again and cuffed Todd around the face with both
hands. It was easily Shade's round.
ROUND EIGHT.
Shade jabbed a left to the mouth Shade hooked a right to the Jaw. Todd hooked two lefts to
the face. Dave swung two lefts to the face. Todd landed left and rights to the face, and was
cheered by the crowd Todd landed two to the face. Shade hooked a left and right to the jaw
Dave uppercut two rights to the chin. He used three more punches of the same kind. Two rights
to the head caused Todd to falter, but he rushed back to his man. Dave staggered him with lefts
to the jaw again. Shade landed a heavy left to the head as the gong rang. Shade's round.
ROUND NINE.
Shade hooked a. right lo the chin Todd jabbed him in the mouth. Shade was taking it easy
Dave hooked a left to the body. Dave swung a left on the ear. Dave hooked a right to the
mouth. Dave pinned Todd on the ropes and rammed both hands to the face. Todd jabbed two to
the face The Englishman kept crowding Shade, but Shade was too much for him. Shade hit him
on the nose Dave showered Todd with rights and lefts to the face. Todd took the aggressive, but
Shade had the aggressive. It was another big Shade round.
ROUND TEN.
They shook hands. Shade popped .a left to the mouth. Dave Jabbed Todd back with a left to the
nose. Dave's right to the body was low and he apologized. Shade had Todd missing and the
crowd laughed. Todd hooked a right on the ear. Dave landed two rights to the face. Todd
rushed in with a left to the body. Dave ripped both hands to the body. Todd was rushing, but
Shade worked both hands to the body. Shade hooked two lefts to the face. Dave outslugged
Todd in a warm, sensational mixup. It was Shades round.

Nevada State Journal
22 Sept 1925
Pugilists Box Furiously For Fistic Laurels
Mickey Walker of Elizabeth, N. J., retained his world's welterweight title when he scored a
judges' decision over Dave Shade of California in a furious 15 round title match at the American
league baseball park tonight. A thrilling rally in the final round won the verdict for the champion,
who had been absorbing plenty of punishment from his challenger in the early rounds. Walker
had been wearing down his challenger with a concentrated body attack and reaped his
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harvest in the final round, when he hammered Shade about the ring with a charge which retained
for him the world's 147-pound crown.

When the fighters stepped into the ring for the semi-final match the immense stands were packed
to capacity, while 5,000 more were seated at ringside on the field. Tex Rickard, promoter of the
fight, estimated the crowd at 45,000 and the total receipts at $200,000. It was easily the largest
crowd of the outdoor season.
Standing in the center of the ring almost throughout the struggle, the pair hammered away until
both were almost ready to drop from exhaustion at the finish. They bled profusely from nose and
mouth and Shade was in the verge of a knockout in the closing minutes of the struggle as the
champion brought forth a thrilling rally to save his title by a close judges' decision of two to one.
Both men. casting science aside, slugged with abandon and without letup. Until Walker's
sensational finish the consensus among newspaper men at the ringside gave the crouching
Californian an edge over the champion. Even after Walker's spectacular rally, under which Shade
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bent like a broken reed, opinion remained divided, a chorus of boos accompanying the ovation
which greeted the verdict.
Frank Moody of Wales scored a technical knockout over Kid Norfolk, negro heavyweight of
New York in the fourth round of an eight-round preliminary. Norfolk was down three times for
counts of four, eight and four before the white towel of defeat cluttered into the ring. The Negro
was an easy target for the heavy-punching Moody, who poured a battery of rights and lefts at the
veteran heavyweight which sent him down three times in the second and fourth rounds. The end
came after one minute and five seconds of fighting in the fourth. .
The Walker-Shade fight round by round follows:
ROUND ONE.
The champion took the aggressive after a clinch and scored heavily in the infighting against his
crouching challenger. The champion was pounding on Shade's body. Shade staggered Walker
with three straight left jabs to the face. Shade almost floored Walker with a light to the head.
Another right sent Walker to the ropes. Both landed damaging blows in a fierce encounter near
the ropes. Shade's crouching position and his dodging tactics puzzled the champion.
They were sparring at the bell.
ROUND TWO.
Shade's left sent Walker backward. They locked arms, but both got one free, and they pounded
away in a fierce fashion. Shade almost upset Walker with an overhand right. Clinch followed
clinch as Shade reached to protect himself from Walker's charge. Shade scored a beautiful
right upper-cut, which turned Walker half around. The crowd was in an uproar as the bell ended
a furious skirmish.
ROUND THREE.
Walker hooked his left to Shade's jaw. Another left caught Shade's jaw and a clinch followed.
Shade staggered Walker with a driving left to the face. Walker almost floored Shade with a right
to the jaw. Both landed weakly to the head. Walker scored with his left and Shade clinched. Five
times shade landed to Walker's face with a hard right. The referee had to pry them from a clinch
as the bell rang.
ROUND FOUR.
Walker continued to punch away at Shade's body as the challenger drove into a clinch at every
charge. Both missed frequently. Walker stung Shade with a right cross to the jaw and followed it
with a beautiful left. There was plenty of infighting. Walker staggered Shade with his left, but
took a right uppercut on the return just as the bell ended the round
.
ROUND FIVE.
Walker cracked over a wicked left to the head which almost floored Shade. Shade came back
with a furious charge and for a few seconds they hammered away without a thought of.
protection. Walker missed a right cross and Shade scored with both hands to the head. Walker
got over a pretty left to Shade's body, but little damage was done. Every other charge
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was a clinch. Shade scored heavily. to Walker's head without a return. They were milling at a fast
clip when the bell rang.
ROUND SIX.
The challenger opened up a serious attack at the champion as the round opened, landing
effectively with both hands. Walker put ever a vicious right square to Shade's face, which
sent the challenger back on his heels four times. Walker landed to the head without a return.
Another left caught Shade off balance and he almost fell. The crowd was in a frenzy as the fight
assumed faster proportions. Both landed vicious blows to the head and body in a hot exchange.
Both of the fighters nearly went down under the slaughter. The bell halted a furious exchange.
ROUND SEVEN.
Shade was bleeding from the mouth and from a cut under his right eye as ho came up. Walker
with both hands landed to the head. They locked in a clinch, but the infighting was even.
A straight right sent Walker to the ropes. An uppercut jarred him. Both landed smashing drives
straight to the face as they fought openly. A right and left in the chin forced Shade to clinch.
They were sparring openly at the bell.
ROUND EIGHT.
They mixed at close range as the round opened. The champion missed two left hooks. A blow to
the body doubled Shade. Both missed with rights. A left jab spun Shade around. They fought
furiously at close quarters. The action slowed until Walker started a charge which lasted for only
a moment, during which they both fought openly, both landing effective, blows in the exchange.
Just as the bell rang Walker doubled Shade a left to the body
ROUND NINE
They fell into the inevitable clinch. Walker scored heavily in the infighting. Both missed furious
rights. A left to the face sent Walker half around, but he came back to stagger Shade with lefts to
the body. Shade smashed the champion's face, but Walker was wide with his return. They stood
toe to toe and battled furiously. Shade having the edge in the exchange. Three times Shade’s left
sent Walker’s head back. The challenger was forcing the fighting. They were in the center of the
ring at the bell.
ROUND TEN
Shade staggered Walker with a stiff right to the head. The champion continued to center his
attack on Shade’s body. Shade came up with a pretty uppercut and the champion came up with a
bleeding mouth. Both blasted away viciously to the head, Shade getting the better of the battling.
Shade battered to the head, but took two on the body. Three uppercuts rocked Walker's head.
Shade forced Walker to the corner, and poured leather at the champion in all directions. The
champion carne back strong, however, and forced Shade into a clinch as the bell ended the
round.
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ROUND ELEVEN.
Walker's eye displayed a nasty cut as he came up for the round. Walker staggered Shade with a
left hook to the head. Walker was staggering Shade, with a tantalizing jab. Walker missed a left
and took a right to the head. Shade scored with his right and left to the head. Both were
bleeding from the face. Shade put across five choppy jabs before Walker could counter. The
referee pulled them from a clinch as the round ended.
ROUND TWELVE.
Walker missed a right uppercut. They clinched. They tied into a knot after every charge. Walker
charged, landing with his left and missed with a wild right swing. Both landed stinging blows to
the face as the action speeded. The challenger was on top of Walker in every crash, playing
for Walker's face. Walker slid his left across Shade's dodging- head. The infighting continued,
with honors even. Walker was short with a left. They just came out of a clinch as the bell rang.
ROUND THIRTEEN.
They clinched. As they came up, Walker put over a vicious left to the body, which doubled the
challenger. Both appeared to be tiring under the killing pace and the clinches became more
frequent. Walker was doing good work on the inside, with Shade laying back for a knockout
punch. Walker missed a left hook and took a right to the jaw. Walker scored Shade's head, but
was forced to take two in exchange. The one-two punch to the head and body sent Walker to the
ropes, where the bell found them locked.
ROUND FOURTEEN.
They rushed to the ropes in a clinch and Shade had a little advantage at close quarters. Both
stung with rights to the head. Walker continued his body punches. Both of Shade's eyes appeared
to be cut as he came out of the clinch. Walker missed three lefts. A right grazed Shade's face. He
staggered Walker with a counter right. Shade's crouching tactics had Walker at "sea." Walker
measured Shade with a right, but the bell prevented the blow.
ROUND FIFTEEN.
They shook hands. Walker scored in the infighting as the two clinched Shade landed to the head,
but clinched when Walker missed with his left Walker stung Shade with a right to the body.
Another crushing right to the head sent Shade to the ropes Mickey was rallying. He poured a
furious onslaught at Shade. The crowd was in an uproar, yelling for the champion to finish his
weakening rival. Blow after blow landed on Shade's head and body. Walker stung his right to
Shade’s head. They were pouring in furiously at each other at the bell.
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